
NOTES ON KONX OM PAX.

THE WAKE WORLD. A tale for Babes and Sucklings. "Except ye became as little
children, ye shall in no wise enter into the Kingdom of Heaven."

PART ONE.

VIRGO MUNDI. "Lola Daydream." Virgin of the world. Yod/spermatozoon 
swimming around in the womb before birth, synonomous in meaning to the 
consciousness (self/ego) in unity, before consciousness is split into 
conscious vs. unconscious, self/ego vs. Self/True Will, etc. The Hermit. 

She is awake in a "dream" - the "wake-up person" being:

ADONAI. "the Fairy Prince." God being the "awake" Yod, appears to her 
riding a Pegasus or a Sphinx. Her HGA.  

V.V.V.V.V. (Self explanatory).

SIGILLA ANNULI. Seal of the signet/sun. Given as an engagement ring from 
ADONAI so that her life may be preserved and sealed by the Holy Spirit; the
Rosy Cross. with 666. the Eye in the Triangle. On the sides written 
I.N.R.I. (her crucified) and T.A.R.O. (her glorified) all cut out of an 
amethyst (path of Kaph and the sephirot Chesed). 

INCANTIO. (Invocation of the Ring/Prayer for K&C of her HGA).

ADVENIT ADONAI. She contacts ADONAI (by "way" of V.V.V.V.V.) and he tells 
her he's going to take her away and romance, romance, romance. She's eager 
but realizes she needs to stop "having bad dreams" first. In other words, 
her self/ego must pass through fire, be separated by water, and purified. 

REGNUM SPATII PALATIUM OTZ CHIIM. Still during her vision/K&C. They walk 
around the Kingdom. On one of seven hills/palace of Rome; the Tree of Life.

DRACO. תלי  The tail of the Serpent - Ouroboros; Tav/the Universe-
Lamed/"Ox-Goad"-Yod/God. The coming into being + the coming out of being. 
The Many to the One to the Many to the One...

CEREMONIUM 0=0. (Her "initiation" into Probationer - came through from the 
Qliphoth). 

DOMUS X. Her vision/journey into Malkuth. Colors/directions are obvious. 
Entrance to the four elemental passages. 

VIA ת VEL CRUX. She travels up through the path of Tav, between Malkuth and



Yesod, seeing all the imaginary/legendary creatures including the:

KERUBIM. whom her HGA commands to protect her. (D'aww!)

DOMUS IX V. FUNDAMENTUM. Reaches Yesod. (Moon, silver, violet, etc). "The 
House where business is carried on." 

YOD V. MEMBRUM SANCTI FOEDERIS. The manifestation of Yod via the holy 
alliance of the Phallus. (Black stone pillar that springs a fountain of 
pearls - but turns into menstrual blood upon the flood). 

VIA ש V. DENS. Path of Shin; the Aeon. 

VIA ר V. CAPUT. Path of Resh; the Sun. 

DOMUS VIII V. SPLENDOUR. The Sephira of Hod. (Orange, dolphins, mass of 
books). More kissing. 

VIA ק V. CRANIUM. HGA explaining the different ways to the 7th House: Path 
of Qoph; the Moon. 

VIA צ V. HAMUS. HGA explaining the different ways to the 7th House: Path of
Tzaddi; the Emperor. (Although in this, described is the Star...)

VIA פ V. OS. HGA explaining the different ways to the 7th House: Path of 
Pe; the motherfuckin' Tower.

DOMUS VII V. VICTORIA. They reach Netzach, without explaining which path 
they've taken since Hod and Netzach are like two peas in a pod. 

Explicit Capitilum Primum vel De Collegio Externo.
Explanation on the first chapter of the Outer College. 

PART TWO.

VIA ע V. OCULUS. HGA showing the way to Tiphareth, "the Treasure House of 
Gold:" Path of Ayin; the Devil. HGA tells her the secret that the Devil = 
YHShH. 

VIA ס V. SUSTENTACULUM. HGA showing the way to Tiphareth, cont.: Path of 
Samekh; Art/the Arrow by Day. 

VIA נ V. PISCIS. HGA showing the way to Tiphareth, as all these paths were 
one: Path of Nun; Death. 

DOMUS VI V. PULCHRITUDO. She reaches Tiphareth, Beauty.

.The Veil of PRKTh פרכת



CEREMONIUM 5=6. (Initiation into Adeptus Minor). Description of the 
crucifixion, humiliation, and punishment. Also the GD's Vault of the 
Adepti, being the Tomb (of Osiris/Sol/Christian Rosenkreuz/YHShH/etc.). 

PASTOS PRATRIS NOSTRI C.R.C. Our Shepherd Father, Christian Rosenkreuz. 

BACULUM I. ADEPTI. Wand of the Adepts. 

CRUX ANSATA. Cross handle. 

CUR INTER MORTUOS VIVUM PETES? NON EST HIC ILLE; RESURREXIT. Where can 
death or life be found? It is neither; but the resurrection.

ADVENIT L.V.X. SUB TRIBUS SPECIEBUS. The advent of the LVX under 
splendorous ordeal, being Orgasm. 

SYMBOLUM HODOS CHAMELIONIS SYMBOLA GLADIUS ET SERPENS. Symbol of many 
colors - the symbol of the Sword and the Serpent; the Caduceus. 

MONS ABIEGNUS V. CAVERNARUM. Mount Abiegnus through the cave, where one is 
to find the Philosopher's Stone. 

Explicit Capitulum Secundum vel De Collegio ad S.S. porta Collegii Interni.

Explanation on the second chapter of the portal to the Internal College of
the S.S.

PART THREE.

CAPUT CANDIDUM. The shining head, being KThR.

 ,AMA (the Daughter, Malkuth) raised to AIMA (the Mother .אימא ERIT אמא
Binah). 

ARCANUM DE VIA OCCULTA. Sacred secret of the hidden way; the Daughter 
(Lola/Malkuth) must marry the Fairy Prince/Son/Tiphareth in order for them 
to be King/ABBA & Queen/AIMA. She then bears a Son/body and 
Daughter/spirit, who then reignite this process. 

VIA מ V. AQUA. The Path of Mem; the Hanged Man. Lola must sacrifice in 
order to regenerate.

VIA ל V. PERTICA STIMULANS. The Path of Lamed; Adjustment. 

DOMUS V V. SEVERITAS. The sphere of Geburah. A description of using 
external mortification in order to conquer Pachad. 



VIA כ V. PUGNUS. HGA showing the way to Chesed - The Path of Kaph; Fortune.

VIA י V. MANUS. HGA showing the way to Chesed - The Path of Yod; The 
Hermit. 

VIA ט V. SERPENS. HGA showing the way to Chesed - The Path of Teth; Lust. 

DOMUS IV V. BENIGNITAS. The sphere of Chesed. 

RATIO NATURAE NATURAE. A method of the nature of nature. 

ADEPTUM OPORTET RATIONIS FACULTATEM REGNARE. Method of becoming an Adept by
the ability to rule. She must master and rule all the other Sephirot from 
4-9 before crossing the Abyss. 

GLADIUM, QUOD OMNIBUS VIIS CUSTODET PORTAS OTZ CHIIM. The sword which 
connects all the gates on the Tree of Life. 

NOMEN תרעא NOMEN ADNI דלת. אלף יוד . נוץ   Name ThROA, Name ADNI, Name 
DLTh. IVD ALPh. NVZ.

CARTAE TAROT V. AEGYPTIORUM. The Thoth Tarot.  

I.N.R.I. = I.A.O. = L.V.X. = "LXV" The analysis of the keyword and its 
significance to the 5 and the 6, the pentagram + hexagram:

65  =י נ א ד . ADNI = 6+5 = 11 = ABRAHADABRA.

Explicit Capitulum Tertium vel de Collegio Interno.
Explanation of the third chapter of the Internal College.

PART IV. 

VIA ה V. VALLUM. Path of Cheth; The Chariot. 

NOMEN 22 = יהוא . Name IHVA - (Jehovah). 

22 x 19 = 418 = ABRAHADABRA. 19 = Atu XIX. (John 14:6. "Jesus answered, 'I 
am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except 
through me.'")

VIA ז V. GLADIUS. Path of ZAYIN; The Lovers. 

VIA QUAE NON EST. VAGINAE QUINQUE ANIMAE. The way which is Not. The spirit 
of the five shells. 

DOMUS III V. INTELLECTIO. The Sphere of Binah.



ABEST EGOITAS. The shattering of the ego, and the shards passing away. 

EGO EST NON-EGO PUERPERIUM. The childbirth of the ego being non-ego. 

PARTUS. Birth. 

VITA ADEPTI. A description of the life of an Adept. 

VIA ו V. CLAVUS. The Path of Vav; The Heirophant. 

VIA ה V. FENSTRA. The Path of Heh; The Emperor (But really The Star). 

VIA ד V. PORTA. The Path of Daleth; The Empress. 

VIA ג V. CAMELUS. The Path of Gimel; The High Priestess. 

VIA ב V. DOMUS. The Path of Beth; The Magus. 

VIA א V. BOS. The Path of Aleph; The Fool. 

DOMUS II V. SAPIENTIA. Sphere of Chokmah. Lola Daydream is now Lola Wide-
Awake. 

DOMUS I V. CORONA SUMMA. Sphere of Kether; The Supreme Crown. 

Explicit Opusculum in Capituto Quarto vel de Collegio Summo. 
Explanation of little work in chapter four of the Supreme College. 

NOTES ON ALI SLOPER.

AN ESSAY UPON TRUTH BY THE BOY O.M., MEMBER OF THE ORDER OF THE A.'.A.'.

It takes two to make a lie; 

Confusion of the Matter of Speech; The lie depends upon the intent of the 
speaker, as perceived by the receiver. So a lie is a lie if the answer is 
not what you are expecting, and the lie is also a lie if the expectations 
occurred accidently. The point is that it is a lie because the speaker is 
perceived to have no grounds to say so.  

e.g. A. says to B.: "I have emptied all the water from the bottle," and 
tells the truth. Student C. says the same words to Professor D., and lies. 
The bottle and its contents being the same in each case....Because B. wants



a drink, and D., a bottle free from moisture. This is a malicious lie if 
Student C. is trying to excuse his slackness, and the accident of his 
having truly emptied the bottle would not absolve him. 

Confusion of the Modality of Assertion; When the Auditor is in an inferior 
position as to knowledge, this ranks as a malicious lie. If the receiver of
the answer is retarded, he will perceive your answer as a "malicious lie."

Perception of the Illusion of the Opposition of Contraries; How shall a god
answer a man?

- In neither case will he consider the fact of the question, unless he for 
his own sake wishes to affirm the illusion of all thoughts. 

- The answer depends on what the man needs as an answer. 

This is Truth, that one should be concerned with one's own business, and 
with nothing else whatever. - To thine own self be true, and it will follow
as the night the day, thou canst not then be false to any man. Let 
consciousness be ever directed towards the Self - and by whatever Name I 
call Thee, Thou art Nameless to all Eternity! - and the possibility of 
lying is avoided. 

For one speaketh not, nor, if one spake, is there any to hear. Know that 
the greater the Adept, the more truthful; should he - in error - speak, the
more must he appear a liar to those of his fellows who hear his voice. For 
he speaks, as beholding the Face of God; they hear, as idols the work of 
men's hands that have ears and hear not, neither have they any 
understanding. Therefore, have the chance words of Adepts been ill-heard 
throughout the ages; therefore, has the world run red with blood because 
the Adepts have spoken Truth, and the falsehood thereof has rung its 
sepulchral summons down the Halls that all men call Time. 

Truth and falsehood on the lowest grounds, but details of Morality; 
Morality is but a branch of that Tree of Knowledge; and yet so far may the 
Adept fall from his Samadhic consciousness that he is found with atavistic 
ardour recalling remnants of his ethical code from his childhood...Once 
leaving The Truth, however the mind interprets that Aleph of the Samadhic 
Language, and it seems there is no road back to it. Thus Samadhi comes as a
shock, as a negation, as a cessation; because only by destruction can one 
attain thereto. Samadhi is never the idea House of Cards one thinks to 
build; but the toppling over of such a house may mean somewhat. 

On maintaining the Truth, or rather, the destruction of the ego-shards of 
the Adept as they keep arising; One cannot construct an Adept, train, 
breed, or even imagine or create one; but by destroying all the thoughts of
a man -- what remains? Let everything die, and stay dead. Let there be one 
thing, which is No Thing. Enough. Such is the foolish attempt of the boy 
O.M. to instruct the adults with whom he is thrown by the force of the 



Great Falsehood. Let him become as a little child! 

He has sought to write Truth; is any ready to receive it? Will he not be 
misunderstood? Will not one set of fools cry "Casuist!" and their twin 
brethren exclaim: "Here, indead, at last shone wisdom, and virtue, and 
mutiscient truth!"? No: for the Essay, and the Hearer, what are they but 
dog-faced demons, that manifest no sign of Truth, but seduce ever from the 
Sacred Mysteries? Affirm their identity with the  One that is None, or 
destroy them - these are the two aspects of the supreme Ritual, and these 
two are one, which is None...

ON HOW TO APPROACH THE ASSIMILATION OF THE "OPPOSITES;" TRUTH AND FALSEHOOD
THROUGH ACTS.

·To acquire the habit of telling truth in the low material objective 
sense, and nature is bound to accomodate herself to the statement of 
the magician. i.e. taking hold of a hot iron, while saying "it does 
not hurt," and it doesn't. 

·To consciously refuse to admit that your sensorium is not another's. 

Telling truth to a man in the sense he understands, keeping silence, 
saying "I don't know."

NOTES ON THIEN TAO.

A Political Essay; The Synagogue of Satan

My object all sublime, I shall achieve in time -- To make the punishment
fit the crime -- The punishment fit the crime! (W.S. Gilbert)

I. THE DECAY OF MANNERS.

Story takes place in Japan. The people had power, but not reason; so were 
amenable to the fallacies which they mistook for reason and not to the 
power which they would have imagined to be tyranny. 

II. STANDING ALONE.

Kwaw, a 32 year old sage with a lion and a lizard as his companions from 



China, crossed the yellow sea to Japan, where he was carried shoulder-high 
and meets Juju, the godfather of Japan. 

III. THE MANIFESTING OF SIMPLICITY.

Juju asks Kwaw what he suggests in order to remedy the ills of his unhappy 
country. The sage, who has achieved the Tao, replies that his aristocracy 
is false, and must become a real aristocracy, and to show his success; 
"Your enviers boast that you are no better than they; prove to them that 
they are as good as you. They speak of a nobility of fools and knaves; show
to them wise and honest men, and the socialistic ginger is no longer hot in
the individualistic mouth."

Juju grunts in agreement, but is half-asleep. Kraw, absorbed in his 
subject, never notices this. He continues preaching, and Juju grants 
everything that Kwaw advised. 

IV. THINGS TO BE BELIEVED.

After six months, Kraw fixes everything according to his plan and Juju 
wakes up, he goes around to search for him. Kraw was nowhere to be found. 
"Kraw found us a confused and angry mob; he left us a diverse, yet 
harmonious, republic; while let us never forget that not only have we 
developed men of genius in every branch of practical life, but many among 
us have had our equilibrium crowned by that supreme glory of humanity, 
realization of our identity with the great and holy Tao." And every leap 
year day was to be for special rejoicing. 

NOTES ON THE STONE OF THE PHILOSOPHERS WHICH IS HIDDEN IN THE MOUNTAIN OF 
ABIEGNUS.

Setting: Holbein House, place of initiation on the Rosicrucian Mountain of 
Abiegnus. 

THE MAN. The devil. 

THE SOCIALIST. To him enter a Man. Sayeth, the fate of men is naught; we 
measure mountain ranges by their peaks, not by their plains. And forthwith 
the Man must seek in Holbein House for some crown of the age,, some Venus 
floating new-born in that Dead Sea, some God new-lit upon that Limbo.

ARTHUR GRAY. A poet who lived in Holbein House, who while looking at a 



blank wall, saw God face to face and died. When he spoke he was not 
understood, for his words were the words of a dead God.

BASIL GRAY. Brother of Arthur Gray. Came from West Africa to see him. 
Basil, looking upon the blind face of the desert, his body withered in the 
furnace of sand, had seen God face to face and died. Basil spoke, 
therefore, as a dead God speaks, and only children understood him. 

DENZIL ROBERTS. Secularist, globe-trotter, philanthropist-at-large. 
Returned from a sentimental journey through Spain. Saddened after getting 
close to seeing God, but still sane, he yet could recognize the magnificent
insanity of Basil, and came to Holbein House to learn the way to the gate 
called Madness. 

FOURTH OCCUPANT. Arthur's oldest friend & master. So earnestly would he 
gaze on God, and die, that God had given him of His own life, and sent him 
among men. But men knew him not. Only the babes could understand his 
strange grave smile. 

FIFTH MAN. Classic scholar. Much learning had made him mad, but had not yet
read enough to see the luminous image of the Creator. 

DOCTOR. Gazing ever on madness, had himself become mad. He, too, saw God, 
but, being already mad, died not. Men thought they understood him, and for 
that reviled him. Being mad, he did not care.  

x

Man and the Socialist invisibly hide in the plains of Holbein House, and 
the Man makes all the residents converse. 

In the House, Arthur Gray begins by reading THE DEVIL'S CONVERSION; a poem 
which describes Asmodee's qliphotic influence upon people, just from 
planting the seed of the idea that "There is none other God than He." 
People then start believing any manner of things to be God, and it does not
matter because: The thinkable is false..logic destroys our religions, 
despite their truth.

Denzil believes religion brings naught but evil and that logic brings us 
nearer truth. He begins reading ON A PROSPECT OF GRANADA CATHEDRAL FROM THE
ALHAMBRA - describing that there is nothing to lose in not being religious.

The Doctor/Madman expresses that it is easier to call a nerve God and so 
explain its functions, than to imagine God using that nerve as an 
instrument. If a man understand not his brother whom he hath seen, how 
shall he understand God whom he hath not seen? Materialism is fertile, 
though it lead to its opposite. Theism is sterile. He then, by heart, 
recites the poem OVARIOTOMY - truth is nowhere to be found if it is sought 



after; by "probing the body" one gains a fact, but also leaves an equal 
fact behind. The only thing to do is to "follow your fancy far enough!"

"The end is -- you are always sick; you always quarrel with your meat. My 
raptures follow fast and thick; I even tend to overeat."

Arthur reads THE WIFE-BEATER, in response to a question of Who is Mr. 
Jones? It explains the interplay of Geburah and Chesed, in an awful manner 
by metaphor of an abusive partner in a relationship full of Love. It is 
enough. The woe is over, the woe begins; the vial brims, and all the 
anguish of your lover and you is hidden in wrestling limbs. 

Doctor breaks in with a story of his youth; THE DISAPPOINTED ARTIST. 
Details a theory of motivation between men and women in order to find union
in the divine - Man scorns repulsion and attraction; Woman is wholly reflex
action. She hath always played the sphinx. Man's secret is that he wants to
be alone. Women want a Man (child). 

The Scholar reads his verses, THE RETURN OF MESSALINA, exploring motives 
further, proposing that the way by sensory overload and debauch is divinely
ascetic - till no response occurs to any stimulus. "We saw her grope and 
stumble for the secret sliding door, lift the latch with trembling fingers,
pass within and be no more. There we stood and worshipped sadly (for the 
cry had touched us home), worshipped till the gray was azure as the sun 
rekindled Rome."

Basil proposes that these spiritual pursuits in debauch are just as fueled 
by one's ego-wants for commiting acts of debauch as well as seeking union 
with the Divine. He then reads INSPIRATION - a story about a boy dissolved 
and lost in love upon his death. 

The Scholar reads THE GILT MASK, in his own ego-want. Basil says foolishly,
egging the Scholar on: "We are fairly trapped. Open the window, someone and
remember that He is God alone, and that there is none other God than He! 
Better to look for God in the filth itself than in the lame excuse for it!"

The Doctor responds, "They were all right; they knew their own business; 
but they were misunderstood -- and they're in the Asylum at this minute". 

Basil reads THE RABBI MISUNDERSTOOD; a tale to help argue his point that 
people should not try to judge others nor worry about being misunderstood. 
The story is of a Rabbi who sought hard to not offend anyone, but his work 
ends up offending everyone anyway. "He was too innocent to guess what 
trouble he was making!" SA-MA-DHI = SO-DO-MY! He read another joke, THE 
MOSQUE BEWITCHED. If all your folk are sure you are a black magician, you 
may as well enjoy the joke; you cannot damage your position. When mothers 
crossed perform the usual Christian revel and tell their children they are 
"lost," they simply drive them to the devil. 

The Doctor on the subject of black magic after Basil comments, "Who 



believes in black magic proves himself to be bewitched!" - Diseases of the 
mind as well as that of the body attack all classes. While man is as 
subject to suggestion as he is, the simulation of belief is almost 
surrender to the belief itself. 

The conversation shifts from black magic to the subject of insanity. The 
story of THE SUSPICIOUS EARL. Paranoid earl infects everyone with black 
magic unintentionally. The morals: Golf is long, life is fleeting: only one
Bogey is worth beating. A sane square is worth ten mad earls. Everyone must
trust somebody. The Doctor then emphasizes, "Every man must find his own 
way to freedom." THE SYMBOLISTS - SO IN MADNESS IS ATTAINMENT THAT 
INSPIRITS AND ENDURES. To yourselves be slaves and masters; stand or fall 
to self alone; human ethics will not loosen our Astarte's crimson zone.

LA GITANA - a "cheerful" story to brighten up their moods. The men breathed
freer, but Arthur Gray broke down, having encountered himself as God. THE 
POET - "Bury me in a nameless grave! I came from God the world to save, I 
brought them wisdom from above: worship, and liberty, and love. They slew 
me for did I disparage therefore religion, law, and marriage. So be my 
grave without a name, that earth my swallow up my shame."

On Arthur, being Jesus Christ - in spite of all, that nameless man is 
widely known as any in the world: they know not his name; they call him 
Jesus Christ. Now all the evil wrought by Jesus Christ is nothing to the 
wish of that unknown poet. From this pinnacle of Adeptship we weigh the 
Universe in other scales -- but this doctrine is known to you and 
understood of you, and I need say no more. Arthur gray turned to the window
and looked out on the blank wall of Holbein House (and died), saying at 
last, "Verily, all is Maya, all! He is God and there is none other God than
He!"

"Well?" said the Man.

But the Socialist had hanged himself in his own red necktie. He had seen 
God, and died. 


